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Wednesday 
 
Miss Gainor Roberts 
203 No. Clinton Ave. 
Dallas, TX 
 
My dearest Sweetheart, 
 
Well honey mine I sure heard some good news today.  You know I told you that I was 
going to have an exam on the last Friday afternoon.  Well, that exam has been charged 
and now I have it on the 27th of May, two days before the regular exams begin.  It was 
organic chemistry my hardest exam and I sure am glad that it has been changed.  This 
morning when we went to class, over on one corner of the board he had written when our 
exams would be.  Our final in lab comes on the 20th and the term final on the 27th.  I told 
him that was the best thing he had done this year.  He told us very frankly that he didn’t 
do it to please us but to please himself.  He said he wouldn’t be here on the day that it had 
been set so he decided to change it.  Honey mine now I can be with you all day Friday 
and dear I am so glad.  I have been hating all along to think that I would have to leave 
you Friday morning and come out here to study and then take an exam and a hard one 
like organic anyway, while you were here.  But dear that is over now so I think I’ll go 
down to the depot that night and just wait for the train.  If that train is late honey I am 
going to have a fit.  Have you decided yet which train you were coming on?  My doesn’t 
that seem good to be talking about such things. 
 
This afternoon I had to take the freshman biology class out for a bug hunt and it sure was 
a hot job.  It was awful hot anyway and I cut into logs and old dead trees to see if there 
weren’t scorpions etc. in there, and I got awful hot.  But there was the one redeeming 
feature I sure did find some good dew berries and I didn’t fail to eat them.  Tomorrow’s 
class is supposed to do the same thing but I don’t know whether I am going out with them 
or not, I’ve got quite a number of stencils to cut an it would just be my luck to get stuck 
with those all afternoon. 
 
I will be able to tell you in a few days whether I am a carrier of the pneumonia germ, 
either bronchial or lobar as I had my throat swabbed out this morning and then a streak a 
blood plate with it, I should be able to see the results in the morning, but for good results 
it takes about 48 hours.  You know I sure do like that kind of work.  Honey mine I’ll tell 
you all about it this summer. 
 



Sweetheart I’m sorry that Monday wasn’t a good day.  What was the trouble dear?  You 
know I just wish there was someway that I could do something real big for you.  You 
certainly deserve it dear. 
 
You know when I said that I wasn’t going to stay to the end of the Senior [sic] banquet I 
meant for all the speeches and such.  I wouldn’t stay for those when I thought I could be 
with you for anything, and if they serve courses between speeches I’m not going to stay 
either.  It certainly it [sic] sweet of you dear, to say that you will wait for me, I know it’s 
awful selfish for me to say it but I sure would want you too. [sic] 
 
Do you always have to write that telegram at night?   How long do you have to stay 
where you do. [sic] I just would give anything if you wouldn’t work at nights, even just 
once a month. 
 
You know good and well that you are going to know how to act.  The very idea.  You 
know much more about that then I do or ever will. 
 
The dance is going on in full swing tonight.  I haven’t been over to see what things look 
like, but I can hear the music and it sounds pretty good.  I know they are making enough 
noise at the encores.  I am certainly glad that I am not over there as it is I can go to bed 
when I want to.  Otherwise I would have to wait a while. [sic]  
 
Honey mine it’s been an awful long time since I went to bed and couldn’t sleep.  I am 
generally that way before I ever get to bed.  I just pull of my clothes from force of habit.   
 
It hasn’t rained hardly any down here and I can’t figure out whether it is saving up for 
Saturday, when we are supposed to have the track meet or whether it is for June, lets 
hope it isn’t for either, but it for any, it’s next Saturday. 
 
Pleasant dreams my sweetheart- 
 
I love you darling, 
 
With all my love, 
 
Otto 
 
 
 


